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reviewed. Direct measures of teOnological change (i,e., labor productivity,

prbdation functions, 'and total factor productivity) are examtned.

Determinants of technological change in coal mining (e.g., industry struc-

ture, long term contracts, firm resources, etc.) are diScussed... The impacts'

the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act on coal industry R&D and technological change
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CHAPTER 1.

'INTRODUCTION AND.STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

INTRODUCTION

Tne'coal mini.ng industry changed substantially during the.1970s. This

decade saw the entrance of oil companies into the'coal businesso:, the resurgence

of coal Tarkets, increased regulation,,ana a sharp, steady decline in Worker

output rates. These falling labor productivity rates increased the cost,of pho-

:Cluction in coal mining, hindering someWhat its compeiitiveness wth other fuNs.

Before .1970, the coal indbstry had experienced remarkable grovith in worker

output rates, mainly because of increasing mechanization and technological

change: This histdry of advancing technology, mechanization, and product,ivity

dates back to the turn of the century and up to 1970 had been a dominant featul.e

of the U.S. coal industry.

What happened to technological change-4@nd productivity growth in-ltoal

mining during the 1970s? Were there factors that hindered the adoption"and

development of new-technology? Had44he "learning curve," in effect.,,flattened

out by the 19705? What are the prospects for.the future? These are some of the

questions raised cqncernihg tha issue of technOlogical change in coal mining.

This report examines the issue'of technological change in coal'mining, focusing
_

primarily on deep coal mining.

Technological Change 'asi

_

(- Technology is socie_t_yls,,ce,Jource of knowledge rega ding the industriil

arts. Technol,ogical change is the growth of that resource. Basfcaliy, etono-

mists define technological change as any change that permits the same level of

output (e.g., coal) "to be produced wit less input (e.g., labor, energy, and

capital) or enables the foi-mer level of-inputs to produce a geater output.

This ,technologil change can take, he form of new production mvthods (e.g.,

continuous miners), new te

mouth plants and long-te

miner incentive plans)

of organization and marketing (e.g., mine

cts), and new methods of management (e.g.:
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While technological changirs easy to define, it is difficult to measure.

One way to measure or index techhological change is with productivity rates--the

ratio of output.to input. One determinant of the rate of labor productivity
. 6 .

change is technological,change;\a high rate of technological qhaRge usually (but

not always).reiults in labor productivity growth. kbetter measure of tech-

nological change is total factor productivity, which measuces the growth of out-
.

put reldtive to all inputsv(not just labor). Also, ecOnOmists have tried tu

incorporate tecOnological change into.the measurement of pruduction functilions

directly, or indirectly using cosrfunctions (duality). .

Other attempts at indexing technological change examine the amount of

money spent on research and development, the nuyrotf scientists and engineers

employed, the number of pateRts granted, and other_Andirect measures. While
\

these variables do not measure technological change per se, they all are related

tolechnological change and provide evidence of its advance.-

Another variable is the adCiPtton of a new technologY by industry after its

development. Even though a new technique of production is veloped, factsrs

libsuch as profitability, .union work- rules, government regul* vs,'or uncertainty
. ,

can prevent it from being put to widespread use. Direct measures of tech-
.

nologicalc Chártge such as total factor productivity finplicitly take the rate of

adoption into accourit; indirect measures such,as R&D spending do not.

STATEMOT-OF THE PROliLEM

While technological change cannot be blamed for the sharp decline, in worker

output rates for coal mining ia. the 1970s, it nsv not advanced sufficiently to

overcome those.factos forctng- worker productivity down. Indeed, some argue

that the rate of tectpological change slowed or halted during the 197Us. This

could be the result of the learntng curve flattenfng out; i.e., earlier tdch-

n logica) change in the form of mechanizatio (continuous miners, large drag-11\

lin , etct) and organization (mine mouth plans,,t long-term contracts, etc.) May

have resulted in great productiOty :gains as they-were adopted and perfected,by
Alh.

o

industry, but that rate of change did not continue. Most policy recommendations

forareversing the productivity decli-ne in coal mining rely to sdme extent on

developing new technology.1 'The General Accounting ()Vice report states:



Available data indicate that technological innovation
slowed:in both underground and surface.mines in the late 1960s.
.4either undecyround nor surface technoldgies have changed signi-
ficantly iit.scope or concept. In addition., by 1969 almost 96
percent of underyrbund gal productiorrwas mechanicallY
loatled.2

The'issue Of technological change has becdme even more important in light

of the recent realignment of tederal support for R&D,> ,l.he policy of with0awing,

R&D support fur new-technol,ogies that industry could pursue if interested and

emphasizing support of long-term, high-risk R&D that has a possibility for high

payoff will :nave finplications on the f.ate and type of technological change in'

coal mining in both the shdrt rAn and long run. Also,
t
recent changes in the tax

,treatment of private sector R&D as embodied in the Economic Recovery Tak,Act of

1981 (ERTA) could affect coal industry R&D.

In light of the above, this.paper examines three issues that are related-to

coal industry technologiCal change:

*1. What is tne historical eVidence concerntng the rate of technological

change in-coal wining during the 1970s?

/
. ,v

2. Wriatjactors appear -important in e41aining the rate of technological

change in coal mining? Is there evidence of a learning curve?

0,)

ture

3. How will the 'tax- rovisions of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1984

affect technologi change in the coal industry?

The analysis contained in this p

and data. Although ma Y of

er is based mainly upon existing literar

ttGs examined relate to coal mining

in 'general, including mini g mach

be on_cleep coal mining.

r

NOTES

the emphasis of this report will

1. See, f/4 example, Gengral Accounting Office, Lo6.Productivity in-)Imerican

Coal Mining: .Causes and Cures (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 1981), la. 8; and

aory-Ayers Associates, Analysis of Labor Productivity Decline in ,Ope U.S.,

Bituminous Coal Mining Industry -(Washington, USGPO; 1981), 0/. jA.
g

2. General .Accounting Office, Low Productivity, p. 8.

4
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INTRQDUCTION

r,

#

41e CHApTER 2.

°EVIDENCE OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN cAL: RIVING

.++

,

. ,

This chapter reviews evidence about the growtn in teehnological changel

in CJ mining during the 1970s. .Several measures.bf technological change are
act

\

,

examin:O; most of'tnem compare.telmlogical change iathe 1970$ to change in

previous periods. r
.

. _The first section below develops a conEeptual framework for clasSOWying R&D'
>, ..-

II
1

.

and technological change in the coal industry. This is followed by a review of

literatureon issues related to coal mininv technological change. Finally, evi- .

.0g.
.*

dence of technological-change in coal mining is examined.

64ECONtEPTUAL'F 2RK OF COAL-RELATED R&D AND TECHNOLOGICAL C.HANGE

1

R&D and echnolOical change 9a.n be directgd over a ng of economic*cti-

vities. PecOaps the Major divisi n is between demand side activities and supply

side ones. Demand side activities include better ways to construct boirers,

conversion ofj-Coal into liquids or gaSes, or a new process'that uses coal as a

raw material. 'illoply.side-R&D would be more concerned with,better exploration

methods, new Mining techniques, and iMproved transportatlon of coal. In this

paper we are concerned maiply with supply side'aspects, specifically R&D-and

technological changes that improve the relatibnshi between production inputs

.and coal output in tne extraction stagek

Table 1 classifies4R&D and technological changes by parts of the coal

4 Mineral cyc1e.4:CategorAes 1-3 are supply Side activities, and 4 and 5, are on

tne demand side df the market.. 'Each of theSe categories could be furthdr broken

down into subcategories as, is number 2. ,Tne entries "Direct," "Indirect," and

"Negligible:refer to the.influence of that classification (e.y.; applied

ewlorat.ion R&D)on the relationship between inputs to coal output in extrac-
.

tion. ."Indirect" means that the relationship betwe.' inputs and coal output
-1

,

can be changed, but 4151y ,by freeing Inputs that were' . Ated to other activities

and arellow used to produce coal. Tnus, safety-related R&D
r

and technological

chanye%could r duce.the inputs required'to produce a given level of mine satety,

)

allowing thOse.inputs saved to be voted tu coa19extraction.
4 ,

,. ,v, -'

1 2
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TABLE 1. CATEGORIES OF COAL-RELATED R&D AND TEtHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

_Possible Effect on Relatibn of
Inputs to Coal Output

R&D , Techno-

, ... logical
Category . Basic Applied Development Change

1. Exploration Indirect Indirect Indirect '''' Indirect

2. Extraction
sa. Output-related Direct Direct Direct, Direct
b. Environment- .

related ( Indirect Indirect Indirect Indirect
c. Safety-related Indirect Indirect Indirect Indirect

3. Coal preparation Indirect Indirect Indirect Indirect

4. Processing/
conversion Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible

5. Uses Negligible Negligible Negligible Negligible

"Negligible," appearing in the demaid Side categories, means that technological

change has little, if any, effect on the input-coal output relationship.

Possiblilities here could inclaie technological change'that shifts the cOal con-

sumption mix to coal types that are more or less favorable geologically, which

would iA turn effect the input-coal.output relationship. "Direct" means that

the.R&D and technological change influence the relationship between a given

level.uf inputs and the fortncoming coal output, ceteris paribuS. Basically,

this paper is.concerned with categorykea.

The R&D columns are inputs into the production of technological change,

which is the output. Basic research is research fur the sake of knowledge,

rather than for d specific purpose such as improving coal output. Applied

research is directed at.Solving a specific problem while developmental research

is aimed at the application of this solution on a practical scale. Once suc-

cessful R&D has been cumpTeted, this new technology must be diffused throughout

the industry to result in technological change, i.e., a cnange in the relation-

ship between inputs and output.
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In the remainder of this report, this classification scheme will be used to

pr vide a framework for examining issues related to technological change in coal

mining,

%.
aTERATORE UN TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN CUAL MINING

Coal industOY issues of pcoductixity,_safety, and competitiveness prompted

the completion.of numerous studies of the coal-industry during the 1970s. ,

Several of these studies examinedsome facet of coal industry-technological

change and are reviewed here. In addition, many-articles in technical or trade

journals: escribe specific pieces of equipment or a specific technology being

developed. 1 _It is difficult, however, to draw conclusions.about the rate of

technological change in the industry as a whole from discussions of specif

pieces of machinery, so these articles are not included here.'

A study completed by the Department of Labor in 1979 appraised major tech-

nological changes emerging in five energy industries (including coal mining)

and discussed the expected impact .of these changes'oniproductivity and occupa-

tional structure.2 Major areas of coal mining technological, change discussed in

this report for the 1970s were more extensive use of computers, combining

longwall mining with room and pillar, continuous mining, slurry pipelines, inno-

vations in integationsof reclamation with mining in surface mines, advances in

preparation processes, and improved maintenance. The report concluded that

no near term productivity performance could benefit from an increased demand

for coal, advances in equipmrt design and automation, [and] improved linkage of

,production and haulage systems . ..3." Occupational structure was expected to

shift toward technicians and operators, and,job content to change for a number

of occupations-. However, the study offers little insight into the rate of tech-

nological advance during the 1970s as a whole.

A more historical perspective on coal industry technological change is pro-

vided in a Department of Labor publication prepared a the request of the

President's Commission on Coal.4 This chartbook examines major structural and

technological changes in coal mining from 1950 to 1979. In deep mining, there

is a mild slowdown in the rate of adoption of both continuous mining and

longwall mining from 1960,to 1970 and after 1970. However, in terms of capital

stocks per worker, the report concludes:
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The coal industry of the last two decades has been characterized
oy relatively rapid mechanization, aS shown by the growth of real
capital stocks. This is intensifying witn new technologies and the
enforcement of new mine regulations, with a view toward stronger coal

demand. Tnis trend is associated with the increase in surface mining,
which is considerably more capital intensive than underground ening.
Grbss capital stocks (constant dollars) per production worker rose two

and one-half times from 1960 to 1970. However, there was little
change io the first half of the 1970s as employment ruse sharply, par:.
ticularly in underground mining.5

kl

1

This implies that the capital-labor ratio changed from the 1960-1970 period

(increasing capital per worker) to the 1970s periud (falling or constant cdpital

per woreer). Such a shift could have resAted from capital-saving technological

change, changes in relativinput prices of capital and labor, or legislated

changes in the production process. The changes in capital-1;er worker that are

due to a change in the mix of surface and deep mining are not'of interest to

our inquiry. The study also contains data from the National Science Foundation

indicating that'public and private funds for coal-related R&D increased.from $50

million in.1973 to $250 million in 1978, an annual growth rate of 38 percent.6-

Because tnese data were for all (demand and supply) types of R&D, they give.

)
little evidence of the changes ln extfraction-related R&D.

A 1979 study foil. Fossil Energy, DOE, by Walton et al. examined the extent

to which long-term (defined ,as greater than/lime year) contracts affect the adop:.

tion of new technology and improvements in the mining of coa1.7 "Adopt" means

to buy or acquire, which 'implies that the.technology already exists. In terms

of our conceptual framework in Table 1., successful R&D has. been conducted and

the remaining step is to diffuse this new technology throughout the industry.

The study defined three classifications of technology:

1. Evolutionary technology: finprovements in existing equipment models

or increased capacitiet.

2; Transidonal technology: the adoption of existing or Proven
forms of technology to new areas or applications.

3. Innovative technology: concepts and-systems not readily available and
'unproven for use in seam-Gonditions prevalent or currently

unminable for a coal producer.
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These three types of new technology differ in terms of risk, potential

payoff, and closeness to integration into production. Because of differences in

these technology types, decisions to undertake or adopt any one of them are made

on different criteria. In addition to technoloby types, many other factors

determine wrietlher a firm will adopt a given technology.

From their interviews and field visits with coal company representatives,
,

lending,institutions, utilities, and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

and from d

i

a collected in a review of long-term contracts, Walton et al. found

vthe followi g parameters were important in the decision by a firm to adopt a new

.technology:

1. Management philosop*y. How the ManageMent of a coal firm views new
technology is an important fac'tor in its adoption. Walton et 'al.

found that many managers ofthe 1950s and 1960s displayed a risk-
avoiding, lean management style.8 The new managers, especially those
from ,utilities and oil firms, changed this perception in favor of new

technology./

2. Current profits. The authors believed that coal companies with,very

,
nigh profits or those with losses would be more willing to adopt a new

technology. This implies that the "in-betweens" have less incentive to

adopt.

3.44arket situation. A strong market with high prices and growing demand
is favorable to the adoption of new technology.

1

4. Capital availability. Ease of capitalization is an important factor in

the adoption of,new technology. The price of funds or internal costs

are important factors in capitalization.

5. Competition. Competition results in technological adoption as firms

attempt to minimize costs. Walton et al. found that deep mining.com-
petition with surface mining has benefited the adoption of dee% mine

technology.

6. Long-term contracts. Using the type of contract and coal supplier,
the authors determined the relationships in Table 2. For evolution-

ary and transitional technology adoption, a long-term contract is

generally supportive because it assures a market and.price and removes
some uncertainty from the decision to adopt. For innovative tech-
nology, however, the authors felt that the risk associated with in4va7
tive technology runs counter to the stability of a long-term contract
and public utility commissions would impose restraints to adoption.
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TABLE 2. EFFECT OF'1ONG-TERM COAL SUPPLY CONTRACT ON
THE DECISION TU ADOPT NEW TgCHNOLOGY

Coal SupOlier Type
Technology Type Independent Captive

Evolutionary
Transitional

.Innovative

Strongly supportive
Strongly supportive
Disincentive

Generally supportive
Neutral effect
Stronv disincentive

Source: D. Walton et al., The Effects of Long-Term Coal Supply
Contracts on Technology Adoption and Improvements in the Mining
of Coal (Washingto5, D.C.: USGPO, 1979)-, p. xii.

What is the bottom line, then, for adoption of new tecnnology in coal

mining during the 1970s? The entrance of oiland utility companies into coal

mining would seem to have had a faora e influence because of their different

mana ement philosophies and capital availability. However; oil companies

enter d coal mining to diversify, and.utilities entered to assure a market

source. Because of cost pass-through arrangements, utilities may not have been

that concerned with lowering production costs throur .technblogical change.

Profits and coal markets were growing in the 1970s,Nwhich may have
e

favored the adoption of new technology. Surface mining was growing

relative to deep mining, which according to Walton et al., mayy have encouraged

adoption of new deep mine technologies.
,...

The growth'in long-term contracts during the 1970s may,have acted as an

incentive to adopt evolutionary and transitional t chnology, but discouraged
>

innovative technolOgy. The high costs of money ma also have deterred.'

technological adoption. In summary, the Walton et l. study provides little

informaion on the growth in technological adOtion during the 1970s, although

the list of factors important in a firm's decision to adopt a new technology is

oseTul.
. 1

In a 1975 article, economist Edwin Mansfield, a noted expert on

technoldg

1\
al change, examines the relationship between firm size and tech-

nological c ange in bituminous coal mining.9 From discussions,with industry

personnel, Mansfield estimates that R&D in coal mining is small, and a large

portion of theR&D that dues occur is related to coal conversion.
.z-.

From articles in trade joullvials and discussions with government agencies,

Mansfield compiled a list of the significant technological innovations in coal

preparation (number 3 in Table 1) from 1919 to 1958 and determined which
,



companies first introduced each innovation commercially. From these result's,

Mansfield concludes that the four largest coal producers carried out a 'dispro-

portionately large share of innovations (i.e., in excess of their market share).
4

However, the most innovation relative to size octurred in the sixth 'Largest

firm. Also, Mansfield concludes that the smaller firms did more technological

innovation from 1919 to 1938 than from 1939 to 1958.
t

In addition to analyzirilg the introduction of a technological innovation,

Mansfield also examines how quickly the use of an innovation spreads from firm

to firm, Examining the percentage of firms adopting shuttle cars, trackles

mobile' oaders, and continuous mining machines frcA 1940 to'1965, Mansfield

concludes that the diffusion of an innovation is a function off the expected pro-
('

fitability of the innovation and the firm size (larger firms use new.techniques

, more quickly). . .

Turning to R&D, Mansfield argues that the reason "glOr the,small amount of

R&D and innoVation by the bituminous coal industry (relative to other

industries) was that the coal industry was composed of a large nimiter of small

Arms, which carry out relatively less R&D than large firms. In this light,

Mansfield views the acquisition of-Naoal firms by petroleum firms as beneficial

because the petroleum firms Would devote expertise and capital not otherwise

available to try and solve problems, especiallY in the area of coal conversion:

This conclusion is based upon discussions with R&D executives in the coal,

petroleum, and electrical equipment industries.

A study by the Department of Energy concerning competitiveness of the coal

industry supports Mansfield's statements.1° The authors of this study argue

thatbecause of a largenumber of small, independent companies and a declinirig

market durin the 1950s and 1960s, coal industry R&D was low. Petroleum firms

brought to he coal industry large centralized researchdepartments with tech-

nical knowledge that could often be transferred from 9e energy area to another

(for example, fluid,flow research applied'to coal tranvortation). Using data

from company files,.the authors estimate that from 1974 to 1978, 41.1 percent

of total private R&D coal expenditures were made by petroleum companies.

Richard Script believes that one problem with technological change and

innovation in the coal industry is the conservativPaPproach of, operators,and

miners. 11 Schmidt argues that because there is little advantage to being first
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to innovate, the high risks,of new technology (capital, safey, andhealth

risks) require proof of mperf ance before an innovation ts adopted. Schmidt

1
.4

alsc* argues that the variabi ity of the underground working environment and the
0- ,/

1
inabil ty to forecast the effects of the application of new technology also

hinde technological innovation.12 Finally, Sctfmidt argues that the above fac-

tors, combined with practices?, in the 'coal industry such as lung-term contracts
_

and mine lifetimes of 30 years, limit the ability of the industry to implement

new technology, more so than other indus'tries.13

. A 1982 article by Marovelli and Karhnak agrees.with Schmidt pn these

points.14 Marovetli and Karhnak argue that the principal deterrent to tech-

nological innovation in d ep coal mining is the variability of the coal searn.

Other fadtors.that contrib te to the long lead times (20 years or more) for

innovation include nigh capital cost, a tendency for operators to stick with

proven methods, uncertainty ofnew methods, and the fact that a change in one

mine subsystem (e.g., haulage) may'require chapging the entire system.

Marovelli and Karhhak review two studies of deep mine mechanization in

England and Germany that indicated "extreme mechanization" resulted in dubious

economic and productivity benefits. One explanation is that machines have

pro;ed to-be less adaptable to diffiCult or changing mine conditions than nave

people working manually.° This contention is shared by some hnerican operators

who feel that increased mechanization leads to increased probability of a shut-.

down.

Marovelli and Karhnak see fourtmajor reasons why longwall mining has ncit

been readily accepted in the U.S.: (1) the U.S. has snallow deep mines; where

room and pillar (tne.major competing technology) is economical; (2) engineer'S
*

and workers navelimited experience with.longwall; (3) MO capital cost; and

(4) mine contracts in the U.S. usually require regular shipments to customers,

and a mine with a single longwall face runs.the risk of defaulting if a break-

down interrupts production. Despite these barrigrs, the authors foresee

increased use of longwall mining in the U.S.

In 1981 the National Research Council (NRC) Lompleted a study of

issues related to technological innovation in mineral industries..15 The

objective,of'this studyvas to make recommendations on how the'United States

might better use R&D skills and resources to.improve the ratd of development and

application of new technologies to mineral supply. The study was completed on
'-

the premise that R&D in the front end (supply side) of the mineral cycle has
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been lagging, and as a result the U.S. mineral industry has declined relative to

foreign industry. Mhile the study provides some facts and fiyures to back up

this premise for the total mineral fndustry and for nonfuej minerals, it does

nut provtde data to show th-at the coalfincrustry has followed the trends of the

pineral ifedustry as a whole.

NRC outlines two major areas as sources for the lagging investment in R&D

in the mineral industries: the nature Of the industry and the policies and

actions of4the U.S. government. The nature of the industry affects R&D invest-
.

ment in numerous ways; all of which apply"to coal mining:

1: Deposit-centered industry. Mineral industries that are ore deposit cen-

tered,"(i.e., where a firm's competitiveness d(pends upon the type, grade,

and location of its deposit as in coal) tend to concentrate on acquisition
of preeminent deposits'rather than development of new technology.

2. Nature of the product. Prices are determined by the market and in the

short term are independent of production costs. Added costs for environmen-

tal purposes or taxes are difficult to pass on to consumers. Also, new

innovations may only marginally reduce costs in the future.

3. Nature of raw-materials. The raw materials (i.e., coal seam) vary, with

each deposit having its own characteristics. This is a disincentive for
inriovation because technology applicable to one type of deposit may not

apply in another.
411

4. High cfpital cost. Construction of new facilities involves long l q times

and high capital cost. Most companies are unwilling to add to thi risk by

investing in radically new technology.

5. Manpower. Graduate student enrollment in the mineral sciences has been low

and.has nut improve0 in recent years. This resulted in low supply,of

th43 professionals needed for an active R&D program.

6. Company organization and philosophy. Most mineral companies 'are staffed

primamly for production as opposed to R&D. Also, there is a reluctance to

develop technology for marginal deposits because competitors may use this

technol,ogy to obtain a more favorable market position.

7. Technology transfer. Processes and equipment used in mining are usually not

proprietary, and ease of technology transfer acts as a disincentive to com-

panies to develop new technology.

The policies and actiA of the U.S.'government that have resulted in

lagging R&D in mineral iklustries have their impact by reducing the rate of

return un investment or by increasing uncertainty. Environmental regulations

20
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nave reduced the effort toward innovation by the diversion of R&D funds and man

11power to coping witn environmental problems and by the uncertainty of future

standards. Moreover, the lack 'of a stable U.S. energy policy, concernshabout

future prices of energy (which affect the design of mines and mills), and
4! `

changing or unclear health and safety regulations all increase uncertainty. The
,

federal tax policy on depreciation rates has not been sufficient to encourage

investident during inflatiOnary periods (although the 481 Economic Recov'ery Tax

Act will change this), and lack of investment retards technological change.

TheARC,stikdy also offers suggestions for improving innovation and tech..

nological change in the mineral industries. Foremost amolu tnese is tne, need

11fur sustain0 economid growth. Uther economic considerations include changing

depreciation laws, altering em4hironinental policies (for example, "pollution

fees"), and Changing patent laws. Institutional arrangements also need to be
o

altered: The Bureau of Mines, which according to the NRC study has changed from

a cooperative stance with industry to an adversarial one, needs to return to its
.11

former position. Also, the NRC indicdted the "red tape" now necessary for
,

cooperative R&D ventures should be reduced.
11

Summary of Literature

None of the literature reviewed offers firm evidence as to the trend in
, I

IIdeep coal mining extractive R&D and technological change du'ring the 1970s.

'The data presented in most of these studies either apply to both foorface and .

deep extraction or to an even broader classification (demand and,supply side I
R&D; or all mineral industries). Several of the studies offer some insight into

tne factors that influence and determine the level of R&D and adoption of new I2
technologies in either mineral industries in general or coal mining in par-

ticular. Comparison of these determinants to changes in coal industry charac-
II

..

teristics 0 the 1970s and expected future coal industry characteristics

suggests what has happened and what could happen in deep coal mine extraction

R&D and technological changeq
ll

COAL INDUSTRY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 11

4

A method that is often used to gauge the rate of technological change (or

potential technological change) is to measure its inputs, iie., R&D effort.

11
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Economists nave empirically estished a close relation between the r f R&D -

spending and the total number of:inventions forthcoming or other measures of'

tecnnological change.16 Thus, the amount of research effort, meast'Ned by tech=

nical'manpower or R&D spending, may serve as a good proxy for technojogIcal

change. "Nis section focuses upon measures of R&D effont in the coal industry.

In addition, evidence about R&D mining equipment vendors will be discussed.

R&D Manpower

Several sources provide data on energy-related manpower involved in

/ nowever, none;of these sources shoWs a trend long enougn 'to support conclusigns..

Also, data only on technological change and' innovation that improve coal output

and productivity are difficult to-find. Mucn of tne R&D in the coal industry

during the past decade was.for health, safety, environment, and coal conversion

(see Table 1). While breakthroughs,in these areas could improve productivity

measured by coal output, they are.not aimed-at thisloal specifically. To the

extent tnis is true,*a weak relationship exists between the otal amount of coal

R&D and,improvements in coal output rates.

A National Science Foundation/Department of Energy (NSF/DOE) survey of doc-

toral .scientists and engineers completed in 1981 includes separa4 tabulations

for thoSe who spent a significant amount of time in energy- or fuel-ielated

activities.. NSF/DOE estimated 41,550 doctoral scientists and engtneers spet

time on these adtivities. Of this number, 6600 (15.9 percent) said that they:,

gpent d significant portion of their time in coa1-related work. Over half (3800

or 57.6 pertent) of these 66Q0 coal-related workers were involved in R&D, and

2300 of these were supported by federal funds. However, indications are that

mostAdf.thls effort vials concerned With demand side R&D (i.e., uses of co 1).

A 1979 DOE study examined DOE-funded fossil energy research in uni ersi-
P

ties.17 Data for this study came from DOE files of research propOsals Jnd

contracts collected in 1978. Table 3 ShOWS the results of this stud,fln terms

of total manpower involved. In coal-relatO R&D, the 9435 person-montns

translates to a tot of 786.3 equivalent fmll-time positions. Tnis represents

approximately 77 percent of total fossil energy manpower in university research.

The total university coal-related expenditure for this manpower was $28.8

million, which was 77.0 percent of tne total fossil energy R&D figure of $37.4

million.18 However, according to a DOE official, less than 5 percent of this,

R&D was for supPly side activities.

22
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TABLE lc,FACULTY AND STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN FOSSIL ENERGY RESEARCH, 1977-1978

Energy Research and,
Development Area Faculty

Research
Associatea

Graduate
Research
Assistant

Undergraduate
Research
Assistant Technician Total

Coal and coal products
Person-months
Percent

1798
19.1

2069
21.9

3974 ,

42.1
442
4.7

1152
12.2

9435
100.0

/
Petroleum

Person-months ,e276 . 204 585 132- . 71 1268
Percent 21.7 , 16.1 46.1? 10.4 5.6 100.0

Natural gas .

Person-months 45 0
.

81 0 , 11 137

Percent 32.8 0..0 ' 59:1 0.0 8.0 100.0

Oil share and tar sands
Person-months 550 360 511 27 13 1461

Percent 37.6 j 24.6 35.0 1.9 619 100.0
1,

Total, fossil energy
Person-months 2669 , 2633 5151 601 1247 12301

Percent 21.7 21.4 41.9 4.9 10.1 100.0

aIncludes postdoctoral fellows.
0

NOTE: Percentages may not add to 100.0 because of roUnding.

Source: M. G. Finn, University Manpower in Fossil Energy Research and Development:. A Data
Collection Feasibility Study (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 1979), p. 11.
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Table 4 contains informatior\on recent graduate B.S. and M.S. level

scientists and engineers employed in coal-related activities in 1918, 169, and
,

1980. These nuMbers are not the total scientists and engineers, but only recent.

graduates just enteiing into coal-related activities. While these figures are-

of little help ifi,determining trends, they do indicate a substantiallpumber of .

*
*technical workers entering coal-related,activities in the.late 1970s. Again,

we do not know what phase of the coal mineral cycle these workers are *nvolved

in.

0 further indication of the amount of technical manpower in the coal mining

industry can be developed from the decennial census, which can provide

"snapshots" of the manpower composition in7coal mining at 10-year intervals.

Table 5.contains census data for 1950, 1960, 1970, and an estimate.for 1980

(based on a Bureau of Labor Statistics survey). These 'data are for workers

employed in bituminous coal Mining (both surface and Aeep) and therefore are*

concerned with extraction,and are more relevant than,the data examined above.

These'hVta indicate that the ii4centage of workers who are-scienti.sts add engi-

neers doubled from 1950 to 1980; with engineering.manpower growing strongly from

1970 to 1980;

TABLE-4. RECENT GRADUATE B.S. AND M.S. SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

EMPLOYED IN/COAt., ATED ACTIVITIES, 1978-1980

Year of Surveya

1978 1979 1980

Scientists 2,431 3,676 2,940

Engineers 938 1,140 1,145

Total at' 3,369 4,81br 4,085

aAverage of two years new entrants. For 1978, average of 1972 and 1976

graduates; for 197.9, averageyof 1973 and'1977 graduates; and for 1980, average

of 1978 and 1979 graduatsei A,

Source: Unpublished data from the National Science Foundatjon/Department of

Energy Survey of Recent Science and Engineering Graduates.

-1?
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TABLE.5. SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS EMPLOYED IN COAL MINING.

. (SIC 12),1950-1980

Year

'-?od
1950' 'L 1960.

-

1970

No.

Per-
cent

.Per-

No. cent No.

Sdientists 300 p.1 282 0.2 159
Engineers . 2,310 0.6 1 531 0.9 , 1,258

All otnels 365,290 99.3 166,687 98.9 138,083

Total " 367.000 100.0 168,500 100.0 139,600

aEstimated. 7

-,

Per-
tent

0,2
0.9

98.9
100.0

1980a

No. cent
. 0

470
3,700

243i530
247,700

0.2
1.5

98.3
100.0'

Source: 1J50-1970 from. U.S. Department of ommerce, liuredu of Census;11980

from the-tureau of Labor Statistic .

e

In reference =0 Table 1, however, we do not know if thisWd4bwtn in
1.

tecnnical manpower:has come in demand- or Supplyrelated R&D. ,Chanbes in

occupational structure-because of healthhafety, and environmental concerns do

not translate into an increase in tecnnical effort for coal mining improvement.
4

In summyy, the ltmitet data available do not support the.hypothesis that

coal-related R&D has declined. On the conteary,.the trend data exa-
.

.t
b. .

mined ,(new entrants nd census data) indicate a growth in R&D manpower from 1974
.

. . .

to 1980 iNcoal mining. However, we anot know where this42&D effort Is being
,

.

directed. Indications are that much of the R&D (especially university-related)

was fur non-supply side activities. Alsd, the increasingly comPlex nature of-\
v

mining, due in part to regulatory compliance, ha's probably increased the
.. ,

.

industry's technical manpower requirementS for productiOn activities. .

''''.

A

R&D Expenditui-es

,

Using R&D expenditures as a measure of technological tnange sufiers from

the same drawbacks as.using R&D manpower. Much of the R&D funds can be for, non-
.

production-related1R&D-(e.g., health, environment, and end Uses) and therefore

do not give a good Measure of productioff-related technological change. However,

the dollar expenditures reported here do break out R&D by major categories in

most instances. Some averts feel-that because of the nature of tne coal
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industry, it does not carry out R&D to the extent of other industries.19 Reasons

fur this include the structure of the industry, the existence of lotig-term

contracts, the importance of a rich seam to productivity and cost, and tne added

uncertainty of new techniques that,comes with varying mine geology. How6er, in

this paper we are more concerned with the Vends in R&D and their relationship

to productivity rather than with the absolute level of R&D.

Table 6 details the budget authority for the coal mining research and

development program of the Department of Energy, which had primary respon-
. .

sibility fur extraction technology (underground mining planning and development,

production syskems, and mine logistics). This function has been transferred to

tne Bureau of Mines. Table 6 also includes the fundihg history of Coal Mining

R&D's predecessor agency in the Bureau of Mines, Department of Interior. As

snown in Table 6, the mining R&D'prosjram has been on a "roller cbater," with

gigantic growth from 1974 to 1976 followed by a leveling of funding through

1979, and then rapid decline the.1982 funding year. Given the long-term

nature of some mining R&D projects, these rapid shifts in funding growth'have

clearly disrupted the program's effectiveness. However: they do indicate growth

through the middle 1970s.

TABLE 6. COAL MINING R&D PROGRAM FUNDING HISTORY, FY r974-1983a
(dollars in millions)

Year
, .

1974 1975 1976 I 77 19 8 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Historical
dollars 7.9 46.5 55.1 57.5 57.7 58.5 49.1 33.2 10.5 5.0

Constant (1977)
dollars 9.6 51.7 58.3 57.5 53.9 50.4 36.7 23.9 7.2 3.2b

aExcludes coal preparation R&D.
bEstimated.

Source: U.S. Department of Energy.

Table 7 contains federal obligations for all coal R&D (both supply and

Aemand side), whiCh includes the extraction R&D funding in'Table 6. These

data indicate basicallithe same trend as extraction R&D: rapid growth through

the late 19705, then rapid declines in real terms. However, total coal R&D grew

fr:om 1979 to 1980 (unlike extraction) and did not declihe at as rapid a rate as

the extraction R&D funding. -
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TABLE 7. FEDERAL R&D OBLIGATIONS.FiOR COAL, 1969-1982

Year . Current Dollars
1977

Dollars .

1969 18.1 29.6 ,

1970 16.7 25.9
1971. 30.7 45.3
1972 32.9,

, '46.6
1973 43.8 58.6.

.

1974 78.0
d

g5:2
1975 276.2- 307.6
1976

,..,,-

/. 330.3 349.7
1977 490.7 490.7
1978 526.3 490.0.
1979 535.0 446.6
1980 637.0 487.9
1981 554 (estimate) 388.6
1982 359'(estimate) 232.4

Source: National Science Foundation, Federal R&D Funding by Budget
Function (Washington, D.C.: National Science Fobndation, various
years);%nd idem, An Analysis of Federal R&D Funding by Function,
Fiscal Years, 1969-1979 (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, 1978).

O

"The National Science Foundation has_been sponsoring annual surveys

of R&D in industry since 1953. Form RD-I of this survey is mailed to approxi-

mately 1100 firms annually,and requests information on energy-related R&D,

defined as ", . . all R&D spending whose purpose is to increase energy resources

and capabilities including the develbpmept of energy equipment."20' The results

of these surveys from 1973 through 1979, with detailed results for coal-related

R&D, are included in Table 8. The reader is cautioned that these data are based

on a limited sample. It shoul.d be kept in mind that this is coal-related energy.°

research by all industries, dot just research by the coal industry albne. Also,

thee R&D dollars are broken into both federal and priVate.sources. These.fi,gures

are in real (1977 dollars) terms.

Total coal R&D grew at an annual rate of 26.2 percent from 1974,through

1979, compared to a 17.1 percent growth rate for all energy R&D. However, most

of this growth was the result of federal funding, which grew at an annual r'ate

of 66.0 percent during this period. Private funding.for coal R&D grew at an

annual rate of 10.9 percent from 1974 to 1979, compared to total.private R&D for

All energy of 18.3 percent annually.
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TABLE 8. -PRIVATE SECTOR EXPENDITURES FOR ENERGY RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT BY ENERGY SOURCE, 1973-1979

(1971 dollars in millions)

Year and
Funding Source

All

,Energy

Sources

Total

Fossil

Coal

Total

Synthetic
Fuels Mining All Other

1973 .

Total private .1343.7 579.5 65.6 a a

Federal funded a a a a a

PriAte funded a a a a a a

1974
Total private 1480.5 618.8 79.3 25.6 4.9 48.8

Federal funded 588.3 15.9 11.0 a qa 7.3

Private funded 892.2 602.9 68.3 a a 41.5

1975 ..

Total private 1589.3 611.4 109.1 41.2 8.9 59.0

Federal funded- 690.5 34.5 24.5 a a 4' 16.7

Private funded 898.8 576.9 84.6 a a 42.3

1976
Total private 1705.0 640.5 133.4 74.1 10.6 48.7

Federal funded 753.8 67.8 49.8 a a 19.1

Private funded 951.2 572.7 83.6 a . a 29.6

1977 4 ,

Total private 1930.0 695.0 177.0 116.0 9.0 52.0

Federal 914.0 129.0 87.0 58.0 4.0 25.0.funded

Private funded 1016.0 566.0 90.0 58.0 5.0 . 27.0

. .

1978
Total private 2817.2 800.7 a a a a

Federal funded 1110.7 156.4 a a a a

Private funded 1706.5 644.3 a a a / a

1979
Total private 3258.0 905.5 253.5 189.9 0.9 62.7

Federal funded 1188.2 208.5 138.7 115.7 0.0

Private funded 2069:8 697.0 114.8 74.2 0.9 39.7

Annual 1974-1979
Growth Rate (%)

0

'Total private 17,1 7.9 26.2 49.3 -28.8 5.1

Federal funded 15.1 67.3 66.0 a a a

Private funded 18.3 2.9 10.9 a
e,

a a

allot separately available but included in totals.

Source: National Science Foundation, Research and Development ieindustry

(Washington, D.C.: USGPO, various years).
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When one disaggregates the figures by function, the mining R&D looks

weak. Most of the growth in coal-related R&D expenditures occurred in the

synthetic fuel area, which grew from 25.6 to 187.7 million from 1974 to 1979.

This implies that measures of R&D Oat do not separate supply from demand side

R&D, such as technical manpower, may be reflecting this demand side growth. The

growth rate for mining R&D for 1974-1979 is -28.8 percent; however, firms

reported that most of this decline occurred from 1977 to 1979, when reported

mining R&D funds fell from $9 million to $0.9 million. Mining R&D expenditures

doubled from'1974 to 1977, incretsing from $4.9 million to $10.6 million, their

highest reported level. Even in the peak year 1977, mining R&D made up only 7.9

percent of total reported coal-related R&D expenditures.

The data from the NSF survey indicate that total coal-related R&D expen-

ditures grew at a rapid rate during the 1970s both in absolute terms and rela-

tive to other energy-related R&D. However, most of this R&D growth was in

expenditures for synthetic fuels, with mining R&D growing more slowly through

1977 and declining thereafter. Also, mining R&D makes up a small portion of the

total coal R&D expenditures, ranging from 8.1 percent,of the total in 1976 to

0.4 percent of the total in 1979..

The most comprehensive information coal R&D expenditures is contained in

a 1981 study completed by Bituminous Coal Research, Incorporated, (BCR) fol- the

Fossil Energy Group of DOE.2° The purpose of this research was to determine the

extent and areas of R&D in the 'coal Mining industry (both equipment and extrac-

tion activities) in 1978. Information was obtained by a survey of coal produ-

cers and mining equipment manufacturers.

BCR eStimated that total R&D expenditures by coal producers in 1978 was

between $64 and $74 million, or an average of $0.15 per ton. These figures

differ considerably from the NSF estimate ofe19 million in 1977 and $0.9 million

in 1979; the difference may be due to sample size. Deep mine producers spent an

average of $0.23 per ton, and surface mine producers an aver4ge of $0.09 per ton

lor R&D. Approximately 30 percent of these R&D expenditures were for.non-mining

activities--health and safety, environment, and reclamation. R&D expenditures

also saried by ownership, with coal company-owned producers spending the most

for R&D ($0.40 per ton), followed by Ol-owne'd ($0.25 perton), steel-owned

($0.10 per ton) and utility-owned ($0.09 per ton). The largest producers (4

million tons or more) spent $0.15 per ton, the smallest producers.(less than 1

million tons) spent.$0.39 per ton, although the response rate for the smallest
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producers was only 5 percent/and therefore may not be representative of all

small produders.

BCR indicated that equipment producers spent $50.4 million for coal R&D in

1978. Approximately 8 percent of this was for health, safety, environment, and

reclamation, altnough company spokesmen ,indicated that much of the research in

general was in response to regulations or health and safety issues. Most equip-

ment manufacturer research was product improvement.

The data in the BCR report allow a crqde comparison between coal mining fttIO

and industrial R&D in general. In 19T8, coal producers R&D expenditures were

estimated at from $64 to $74 millioh. Total sales for coal mining in 1978 were

$14.49 billion (665.127 million tons multiplied by an average price of $21.78

per ton).22. This computes to an R&D expenditure rate of from 0.4 to 0.5 percent

of total sales. For industry in general, the rate of R&D expenditure in 1978
4

was estimated at 2.0 percent of total sales.23

In August 1982, ORAU edbine mining machine manufacturers con-
.

cerning their R&D programs (see Appendix A). These companies, which included

,the major manufacturers of mining machinery, were,asked about trends in their

past, present, and future R&D programs that were related to deep mine produc-

tivity. Of the nine, seven said they had expanded their programs in the 1970s,

and twO said their programs were essentially stable in the 19705. Of the seven'

who nded R&D in the 1970s, two said that in the late 1970s their programs

.had ta ered off. The present status of the programs indicated much less growth,

with only four iriicating expanding -R&D programs, two indicating stable

programs, and three indicating decline. Ite companies indicated that the 1982

slump in the coal industry has severely curtailed R&D effort. If these data can

be viewed as representative of the industry as a whole, they indicate that

mining machine vendbrs were engaged in aggressive R&D during most of the 1970s.

Moreover, this R&D was related to imkoving productivity in deep coal mines, the

area of interest in this study.

In summary, the available data do not support a decline:in the overall

coal-related R&D effort, measured by xpenditures, during the 1970s. However,

the NSF survey data and vendor information indicate large declines in'R&D in the

late 1970s. As with technical manpower data, it is hard to judge how muchof

these R&D expenditures were relevant to productivity. The vendor R&D data and

the federal government budgets licith present fairly unambiguous evidence thatthe.
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R&D effort directed toward the productivity of deep mine extraction was

increasing, at least during the early 1970s. The other data are not quite so

useful./

DIRECT MEASURES OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

As discussed in Chapter 1, technological change is defined as any change in

the production prbcess that perthits,the same level of output to be produced with

less inputs, or greater output with the same inputs. The previous sections in

this Apter examined factors associated with technological change, such as the

number of scientists and engineers employed. In this section various direct

measures of technological change are examined. The term "direct" is uSed

because these measures directly compare the relationship between inputs and out-

puts in the production process.

A major problem with direct measures of technological change is that the

relationship between inputs and output can be influenced by many factors other

than technological change, such as work stoppages, capacity utilization, prices,

mine geology, and institutional changes, e.g., the Coal Mine Health and Safety

Act and reclamation legislation. If one could measure all outputs of coal

mining (e.g., clean air, reclaimed,land, healthy workers, tons of'coal) and com-

pare th e to inputs, this problem could-be circumvented. However, many of

the e tputs are difficult or impossible to quantify and dhe must rely on those

that are measurable.

Labor Productivity

#

CnanVs in labor productivity (the ratio of output to,labor input) has long

been used as a measuri of productivity in general and of technological change.

The rate of technological change influences 'labor productivity as does the

extent to which capital equipment or other inputs are used as complements to or

as substitutes for labor. (usually dependent on the eelative prices of labor and

other inputs). Other factors include economies of scale, percentage of capacity

.used, work stoppages, and managerial ability. Because labor productivity is

affected by so many other factars, changes in it are a poor measure of tech-

nological change. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to review labor productivity

trends in coal mining.
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Figure 1 snows the labor productivity trends for surface mining: deep

mining, and mining in general from 1950 to 1978. .The industry experienced stiarp

increases in labor pruductivity, peaking in 1969 witft declines thereafter.

Reasons identified in previous studies for this decline after 1969 include,regu=

lation, increasing cual prices, work stoppages, and the entrance of small produ-

cers intu the industry.24

Wnile this decline is not relaied to technological change, at least part of

the pre-1969 growth in labor productivity is. This period saw new means of

organization that allowed mines to be constructed at a technically optimum

scale. Although therewere really no new "breakthroughs" in mine technology,

the pre-1969 period was characterized by rapid diffusion of more productive

techniques: continuous mining grew from 0.8 percent of total.deep mine output

in 1950 to 49.7 percent in 1969; conveyor use grew from 48.1 percent of deep ,

Mine output in 1960 to 72.7 percent in 1969.25 Other factors *influencing labor

productivity included few work stoppages, the steady demand of the coal utility

market, and the elimination of 4all mines. Coal price deflation also forced

efficiency in the industry.

Pruduction FunctiOns

Production functions are schedules or equations that retate inputs to out-
..

put. Changes in production functions have been used as measures of tech-

nological change. In addition to the ones discussed above, production function

measures suffer from many other problems. Assumptions must be made about the

furm of the function in most cases (economies of scale, substitution, etc.).

Usually the measure of technological change is the "residual" (that par; of out-

put increase that is unexplained) and has not been measured directly. Because

of measurement and statistical problems, many factors are excluded, such as

worker health, education, and improved allocation of resources. Also, measure-

ment of inputs is difficult, especially for capital (equipment. However, produc-

tion functiun measures have the advantage of including all inputs relative to

outputs, which is preferred to the labor productivity measure.

Only one study of the coal mine industry production function is useful

in interpreting technological change in coal mining during tne 1970s.25

Th'is production function estimation is based on data for the period 1962-1977

fur coal mining in general.
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Figure I. Labor Productivity and Real Price in Coal Mining, 1950-1979

40

5
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1978

Source: U.S. Department of Energy, Bituminous Coal and Lignite Production
andWine Operation (Washington, D.C.: USGPO, various years).

The most interesting result of this estimation is the indication that over ,

time more input was required to produce a given output, which is inconsistent

with advancing technological change but consistent with other changes and

occurrences in the industry (e.g., regulation, work stoppages) during the late

1960s and 1970s. Unfortunately, because of the inability to include or control

for these other changes, the results of this production function estimation can-

not provide reliable information concerning technological change.

r

Total Factor Productivity Indexes

Total factor productivity indexes reiate hanges in output to change% in

all inputs. Specifically, these measures compare the rate of changtof output

to the rate of change in inputs. The inputs' rates of change areTombined into
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an index by weigh44.: wIlach are usually determiped by cost shares in some base

period or 14 moving averages. Total factor productivity indexes suffer from

many of the same problems as production function measures; however, like produc-

tion functions, they have the advantage of comparing-all inputs to output. An

added .problem of total factor productivity indexes is that they place restric-

tions,on the scale and input substitution cftaracteristics of the production

functio'n.27 Like..production function measures, total factor productivity

.indexes attribute tne "residual" (tne difference between output change and input

change) to technological change. However, excluded variables such as laws, seam

Characteristict, labor quality, etc., can also affect this index.

Figure 2 graphs the annual rate oftechnological. change ih coal mining

for tne period 1940-1973, using the total factor productivity method. All

points-above zero indicate possible positive technologiltil change;.points below
4

zero indicate passible negative technological change. Of course, technological

change by defihtion can never be negative. The term "negative technological

change" as used here means that other factors (stich as health and safety

legislation) that worsen the relationship between inputs and output overwhelmed

any technological change that had occurred. From 1950 to 14, there was only

one year (1952) without,positive tfcnnological change. However, from 1965 to

1973, there were only fOrge years (1966, 1970, and 1973) with positive tecn-

nblogical chan4e, indicating that technological change did slow after 1966. The

institutional environment may account for the indicated dropsin the rate'of

technological change after 1969. What interesting in Figure 2 is the. decline-

in .the rate of technological change from 1966 through 1968, a period of little

institutional change and a period in which labor productivity increased from

17.5 tons 'per worker-day to 19.4 tons per wqrker-day, a 10.9 percent increase.

Also, 1973 shows a positive advance in technological change in coal mining, a

year that'experieniced a fall in labor productivity.

SUMMARY

This chapter has examined literature and data related to technological

change in coal-related activities during the 1970s. The literature reviewed

gave a mixed impression of technological change in the 1970s. Some autnfts felt

tnat chenges in coal mine industry, structure, (e.g., entrance of oil companies
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with their approach to R&D; increating markets, long-term contracts, ease of

capitalization and changing management philosophy) were favorable to R&D and

tecnnological change in coal mining. Others felt that inflationary pressure and

tax laws, uncertainty fromigOvernment regulation, and electric'utility involve-

ment, etc.,.may have-depressed R&D and technological change,in mining.

Input measures oftechfological change such as R&D expenditures and tech-

nical manpower give.weak support to the view of increasing technological change

in the 1970s. Available evidence on public and privatg R&D expenditures in

mining show increases, at.leatt through the middle 1970s. The little data

avat1able on technical manpower also indicate growth in scientists and engi-

neers in coal mining during the 1970t. -Of course, input measures of tech-

nological change in coal mining.do not 'necessarily translate into technological

change; also, indications are that much of the coal-related R&D was for non-

production activities--coal conversion, environment, and health and safety,

which Would have at best indirect consequences on mining. productivity.' Evidere

for the late 1970s and the 1980s indiCate a decline in R&D inp4s.

Finally, three Vrect measures of technological change in coal mintng_were

examined: labor productiiiity, production function, and total factor produc-

tivity index. All of these measures suPporteethe view that technological

change slowed during the 1970s. However, none of these measures captures the

output of non-coal commodities -such as clean air, a safe working environment,

and recliimed land. Coal-related legislation in the late 1960s and the 1970s

increased the output of these commodities, vis-a-vis coal;_and'aS discussed

above, there has been considerable R&D effort in these areas.

In sum then, the bulk of the evidence supports increasing inputs into

technological change (i.e., 'R&D effort) during the 1970s. How much of this

ieffort was translated into technological change is difficult to measure, given

the data and especially the changing institutional environment in the industry..

e Also, the question of how this effort was distributed among the possible phases

of the mineral cycle (Table 1) was largely left unanswered. The limited data

available for the late 1970s and 1980s indicate declfning inputs into tech-

nological, change. The next chapter sheds some light on those factors that may

affect the rate of adoption of new technology.
-
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CHAPTER 3.

DETERMINANTS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN COAL MINING.

INTRODUCTION

The last chapter examined both inputs into technological change and the

trends in technological change in coal mining. This chapter addresses-questibns
,

of why firms devote effort to R&D and how the fruits of R&D are used.

Literature on the determinants of4echdo1ogical change in an industry and

firm is reviewed. The :literature on these topics is voluminous, ahd the review

contained here is based upon sumMarizing-efforts of other authors.1 From this

review, those characteristics that are important in.explaining variation in R&D

effort and adoption will be determined. Finally, those coal industry charac-

teristics which "are related tO these determinants will be examined, nd implica-

tions for the coal industry will be developed. .

INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

. Very few economists would argue that perfect competition is an efficient

system to allocate resources for innovation and technological change. By defi-

nition, each of the roducers in a perfectly competitive Industry is so small

relative to the industry total that its actions cannot affect the product price.

Conversely, each is also too small to capture more than a smal) fraction.of_the

*gains from technological progress it might produce--unless it could 'sbccessfully

charge its competitors for the right to ose the technology. A major dispute

separates those econdmists who follow the Schumpeter hypothesis that monopoly is

an efficient system to generate technological change from those who argue that

collective action, such as government financing, is a better system to advance

technologi.3 One result of this debate has been considerable research devoted

to the relationship between industry'structure and technological change.

The bulk of the empirical evidence indicates that there is a /Positive rela-

tionship,between research inputs (R&D expenditures, science and engineering

manpower) ahd inventive output. A further question is, does the presence of

.basic knowledge (called "technological opportunity") or potential profit provide
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the stimulus to R&D effort? If technological opportunity is important,.a policy

of government R&D is preferred; if profit'is the main driving force, then a more

market-oriented'approach is justified. The evidence supports both possibil-'

ities.4

,-.Schumpeter's basic the'sis was that a quest for extraordinary profits

obtained through innovation was the propelling force behind technological

chaftge. The entrepreneur's-function-was to innovate; the reward for this inno-

vation was profit. Innovation allowed the entrepreneur to achieve a temporary

monopoly that in turn was eroded by other innovation. In this system, imperfect

competition (where monopoly was-possible) was preferred to competition where'

there was little incentive to innovate. Galbraith extended-this and emphasized

firm size .as important, for only large industrial conglomerates generate the

resources necessary for largescale R&D efforts.5 Large'firms could alSo

"hedge" against the risk of R&D by undertaking several different R&D projects

simultaneously.

.-These hypotheses have been broakiened and tested empirically: One test has

been on the relationship between.firal size and innovative intensity; that is, do

larger firmypend more on R&D relative to their size than smaller firms?

.Kamien and Schwartz found little support for a positive relationship between

innovative intensity Ind ftcm size.in their review of studies in this area.6

However, Aamien and Schwartz recognized that (1) industries differ in the

strength and direction of the relationship, (2) the studies suffer from omitted

variable bias (i.e., they do not control for other factors that may explain R&D

intensity), and-. (3) the studies pertain only to ongoing R&D effort as opposed to

intermittent efforts: Limited evidence available for the coal mining industry

does not support the firm size-innovation intensity relatiOnship. In. a 1978 .

survey of R&O conducted by coal-producing companies, Bituminous Coal Research

found that coal companies producing over 4 million tons per year spent $0.15 per

ton on R&D; coal companies producing at least 1 million tons but less than 4

millon tons per year spent $0.14 per tdn on R&D; and companies producing less

than 1 million tons per year spent $0.39 per ton on R&D.7 Moreover, when only

deep mine comPanies were examined, more'was still spent per ton on R&D by the

smaller.companies. However, the BCR studY hod a verylow'response rate from

small producers, increasing the likelihood of nonresponse bias. Although the

BC.R_stultyaTOSorveyed equipment vendors, no taUulations were made,by cirm

size.

42
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A related issue is tnat of inventive output:, do larger firms accountt

fur more innovatio s relative to firm size than do smaller firms? Here, Kamien

and Schwartz's reviel of tne literature generallyrports the relationship:

tne effect uf firm size on innovative output is positive.8 As firm size

increases, total R&D effort increases; also, the results of R&D (relative share

of innovations) also increases. However, this pattern also has interindustry

differences. The limited data available on the coal industry support the rela-

tionsnip. Mansfield found that the largest fourcual producers carried out a

disproportionately large share of coal preparation innovations in the period

1919-1958.10

Uther tests of the Galbraith-Schumpeter hypotheses have examined the rela-

tionslip between industry concentratlon (used by economists as a measure of

imperfect competition) and innovative effort and output. Basically, Kamien and

Schwartz found the results of this empirical work to be mixed, witn.little con-

sensus on the relationship between research effort and industry concentration,

or the relationship between industry concentration and innovative output."

However, there is agreement that tne relationstlip may vary with "technological

- opportunity" (i.e., the existence of basic knowledge), which appears to affect

the'strength and direction of the concentration-innovation relationshi p.12

The structural elements of markets have also been examined. Comanor found

that when barriers to entry werevery high or very low, there was little incen-

tive to do R&D.t3 Grabowski and Baxter found that in oligopolistic industries

(industries dominated by a few firms) a fieml would respond with R&D spending to

the R&D spending of its rivals,and that confurmity of R&D effort 'amdng firms was

positively related to the level of industry concentration.14 However, it should

be pointed out that these studies deal almost exclusively with manufacturing

industries.

Two more comments need to
f
be made. First, it apperNpat technological

opportunity influences the strength ot the relationships examined (i.e., rela-

tionship between firm size and R&D, concentration and R&D, etc.) although the

exact nature is not known. Second, the level of R&D and innovation can increase

profits and market share 'fur the innovator and affect/industry structure;

instead uf vice versa as assumed in most of the studies.

4 3
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DETERMINANTS pF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN, THE FIRM15

There are two basic tneories of the determthants of technological change or

innovation.at the firm level. The neoclassical theory assumes that the decision
A
Anakermakes price, output, and allocation decisions with the nal of maximizing

profit (or minimizing cost). Thus the decision to innovate depends upon the

expected profitability of the innovation (or expected effect on production

costs). A major drawback of this theory in its abstract form is that.the deci-

sion maker is astumed to nave perfect knowledge; however, R&D.by its nature is

risky and uncertain. )

The opposing theory is an offshoot o'f the Galberaith-Schumpeter nyOothetis

and could be termed'the "resource base" theory .16 'This theory argues that a .

firm must have resources available or "organizational slack" to devote to R&D.

Thus, R&D becomes more a function of.past profits, sales, and growth than of tne

expected profit4Ijity of tne innovation. However, Cyert and March also argue

tnat crisis and failure generate search for solutions that usually' involve R&D

and innovation. In various views then, "very good times" and "very bad times"

are related tb R&D and innovation at the firm level.

(Empirical support for the neoclassical theory has been slim, based mainly

on the difficulty of incorporating "risk" in the model and of difficulties'in

application as one%oves to more basigtisearch and away from development..17

However, at least one study found that potential-demand for a product stimulated

innovation.16

There has been much more empirical work on the gurce base theories,

usually involving statistical analysis usin regression tecnniques to study the

relationship of different measUres of sales, profit, and employment to some

measure of innovative output or R&D activity. The evidence supporting this

theory is weak; the relationship exists in some cases, but disappears with

redefinition of variables or different data sets.19 As Kamien and Schwartz

state, a weak correlation may not mean that resources lack importance; finan-

cial liquidity and profitability may be "threshold factors," necessary in some

d9e ree for R&D, btAt not linearly related to the level of innovative activity .20

Tn--,,\e limited da& available on the coal industry support the resource base

.theories. Surveys of coal company representatives, lending institutions, utili-

ties, and federal agencies indicate-a.consentus that past and present profits

were important for innovAion.21 Also, the equipment vendor research (AoPendix

A) found similar results for mining machine manufacturers.

4 4
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The studies by Walton et al. and the NAS (reviewed in Chapter 2) dealt

reOectively with determinants oddoption of new technology in coal minjng and

factors affecting R&D and innovation in mineral industries.22 The Walton et al.

study.was based on interviews with personnel in trade associations, coal and

utility companies, lending institutions, and go4rnment regulatory bodies. qhe

NAS study was.completed by nine committee members of diverse backgrounds and

familiar with the minerals industry. To produce its findings, the committee

interviewed a cross-section of mostly mineral industry executives and reviewed

the literature.

Both studies agreed that company management philosophy and organization

were important factors determining innovation and R&y. R&D and innovation are

risky undertakings, and coal-company management was perceived as risk-averse for

several reasons: (1) coal is a resource base industry, and therefore CoMpanies

are organized for production, not R&D, especially since a new technique may not

work-in different seam conditions; (2) the market is cyclical, and increased

costs cannot be passed on to conaumers (in contrast to electronics, for .

exaTple); and (3) the long period of operation and high initial costs mean high

risk. Also, the emergence of longAterm contracts has encouraged stabil(ly and

static conditions, rather tnan risky new methods.

Both studies also concluded that capital-costs and available money were

important determinants of innovation and R&D. If a company had sufficient

internal funds, it was more likely to develop a new technology or adopt an inno-

vation. However, borrowi4 these funds, especially at high interest rates, was

a strong disincentive given the risky nature of R&D and innovation.

The studies agreed that company profitability and the market situation were

important determinants of R&D and adoption of new innovations. A decline in the

rate of.return on investment limits the firm's ability to generate internal

funds and to attract external funds. Stability of the market also reduces

uncertainty, which has a positive influence on innovation and R&D. The NAS

study in partiCular emphasized factors that have acted to depress the rate of

return in mineral industries: government regulations concerning healtn, safety,

and environment; static depreciation tax laws,in inflationary periods; and

complexity and delays in obtaining permits. The NAS study further argued that

nealth, safety, and environmental regulations hurt innovation and,D by

increasing uncertainty as regulations and standards change, by designing regula-

tions applicaple to present technology (which discourages new technology), and
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by diverting the firm's labor and capital resources from new technological inno-

vati.ons and R&D to changing the present technology to_weet regulations. In

addition, a poor market for coal reduces demand for mining machinery, which

affects the R&D programs of mining equipment vendors. The Walton et al. Still:1y

noted that both competition andlon9-term coal contracts influenced the adoption

of new innovations in Coal mining. Gompetition from other fuel sources and com-

petitton between deep and surface tec\iniques could spur adoption of new innova-

tions. The effect of long-term contracts on adoption of innovatipns varies,

depend9g upon the type of contract and the type of innovation (see Chapter 2).

DETERMINANTS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN-COAL MINING

The literature on determinants of technological change reveals considerable

uncertainty over the exact nature of the hypothesized relationshiPs. Becduse

this is still a very active area of economic research, future efforts may'more

accurately identifY the relevant variables.

Some relationships do emerge from the work to date. Table 9 compares

some -Of the major conceptual andeempirical results of the technological change

litirature to coal industry characteristics. Specifically, changes in coal

industry structure and firm characteristics during the 1970s are examined for

their implications on innovation and R&D.

What this gives us is'a mixed picture of the direction of the forces

affecting technological change during t 1970S. Major positive forces include

the growth in profit and sales, entrance of oil companies into coal mining,

growth in firm size, changes in management philosophy, and appearance of long-

term contracts (for some types of innovation). Major negative factors include

long-term contracts (for some types f innovation); the high cost of money,

depreciation laws nd inflation, increasing uncertainty from inflAtion and

government regulation, and the reduction in profits caused by inflation and

goiernment regulation. The problem of weighing these influences is further com-

pounded by the type of R&D and innovation they are related to, i.e., supply

side, demand side, nealth and safety, etc.

These relationships do imply the types of actions that could be taken 'to

improve the environment for technological change in coal mining. These

suggestions will be discussed in the conclusions sOrction of this report.
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TABLE 9. TECHNOLOGIqAL CHANGE,IN COAL MINING

Relationship v Empirical Support Coal Industry Implications
f

1.. Innovational intensity
- is positively related

to firm size.

.

Weak

,

Average coal company size has
,

increased only slightly during the
1970s; however, many larger oil,
utility, and other conglomerates
have taken over coal operations.

2. Technological change and
innovation are positively
related to firm size.

Strung-Mansfield -found
tu hold for coal
industry 1938-1954.

Given relationship 1 above, indicates
an increase in innovation during the
1970s.

3. R&O and innovation are
positively related tu
industry concentration,

Overall mixed Slight decrease in industry concentra .

tion during 1970s, implyi,ng a negativi
effect on R&D and innovation.

4. Barriers to entry--
motivation for R&D is less
if either high or low
barriers to entry exist.

Comanor (1967) found
support

,

Barriers to entry in mining have
historically been very low. How e

during the 1970s, they may have
increased somewhat due to increased
regulation, shifts in consumption
towards utilities, and competition
,from large surface mines.
Comparatively, they are still low.

5. Resource base--innovation
occurs when firms have
growth in profits or sales.

Mixed--although the
limited data on the coal
industry,,indicates it
is important fur mining
companies and vendors.

During the 1970s there has been a
turnaround in sales, production, and
profit over the 1960s. However,
market has slUmped in early 1980s.
Also, profit and rate of return have
been depressed by inflation' (effect o
depreciation) and regulation of the
coal industry. Also, entrance of oil
companies with financial resources fo
inndvation had a positive influence.
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TABLE 9. (Continued)

Empirical SuppOrt Coal Industry Implications

6. Resource base--innovation
occurs when there is
crisis and the firm seeks
solutions. )

Has not been
rigorously tested.

Some of largest advances in technology
in_coal mining came during tne
depressed 1920s and 1930s--machine
loading and-machine cutting. From
WWII to 1970, the coal industry was
declining, and there were rapid
increases in use of continuous miners
and diesel draglines and shovels. The
1970s were prosperous, although the
industry is still very competitive.

7. Management philosophy--
.attitudes towards R&D
and' innovation.

Has not been rigorously
tested, although most
writers feel it is
important. The Walton
et al. study found
iiiiportant in coal mininq

.as did NAS study.

Schmidt argues that coal industry has
a "wait-and-see" attitude because
innovation does not have many advan-
tages in coal mining and has many
risks., However, Mansfie and the DOE
competition study feel the
takeover of coal compa by conglo-
merates during the 197 especially
oil) shifted attitudes management
infavor of R&D. Also, many oil com-
panies applied research labs and staffs
to coal work. However, this is pre-
dominantly demand side R&D.

8. 6ong-term contracts--
guaranteed market removes
incentive to innovate4
however, may provide stabl
market base for innovation

The Walton et al.
study for DOE foun.d the
l9ng term contracts
were supportive of most
types of innovation;
however, for "innovative
technology" (concepts
and systems unproven),
long-term contracts were
a strong disincentive.

Growth in the use of long-term
contracts in the 1970s had a positive
influence for R&D and innovation of
technology that is similar to existing
technology--however, negative
influence on "innovative tecnnology."

a
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CHAPTER 4.
4%

THE ECONOMIC RECOVERY TAX ACT OF 1981

AND COAL INDUSTRY INNOVATION

THE ECONOMIC RECOVERY TAX ACT

In August 1981, Congress passed the Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) to

. . .
encourage,economic growth through reduction of the tax rates far indivi-

duals, acceleration of capiall coat\recovery of investment in plant, equipment,

and real property, and incentives for savings, and for other purposes."1 Several

of the major provisions of the law are aimed.at affecting research and

innovation:

1. Research and exoerimentation credit. ERTA Oovides a 25 percent tax

credi for R&D expenditures in excess of the average amount of R&D

expe dinres in a base period (the base period is generally the pre-

y' s Wee years). This credit applies to expenditures between

Ju e 30, 1981, and 1986 and includes wages and supplies far "in-house"

research, 65 percent of contracted research, and 65 percent of grants

to universities and qualifying scientific institutt6ns for basic

research.

Assumfing that a firm spent $3 million over the previous 3 years for

R&D, the base would be $1 million. Thus if a firm increased this to $2

million in the next year, it would get a tax credit of $250,000 (25

percent of the $1 million increase), to apply to taxes that year, to get

a refund for taxes paid during the last 3 years, or to apply to taxes

over the next 15 years. The minimum baseexpenditures a firmscan

claim for the tax credit is 50 perc current expendiWes.

2. Accelerated dost recovery system (ACRS). This proNision of ERTA allows

firms to depreciate assets at a faster rate than in the past.

Depending upon asset types, the cost of the asset can be recovered over

3, 5, 10, or 15 years. This effectively lowers the cost of assets,

encouraging investment.

3. University research. Firms are given larger tax deductions than in the

past for contribution of new equipment to universities for research.

The remainder of this chapter will discuss the impact these tax code

changes may nave on coal industf.y research and development.
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Despit a rather extensive literatuTe on the relationship between tax

policy, innovation, and investment, there is virtually no quantitative evidence

on the effects of tax change on R&D.2 Although the existing evidence indicates

that changes in tax' policy can haVe a positive effect on innovation, the level

of effect is likely to depend upon conditions such as business confidence and

market opportunity.3

The neoclassical theory of the firm argues that decisions to innovate or

invest in R&D are made in order to maximize profit. Given this, a reduction in

the cost of innovation through tax policy would have the same effect as redircing

the cost of production inputs such as capital and labor--that is, it would

increase their use.

Two studies that provided preliminary imates of the long-run price

elasticity of R&D (i.e., the percentage ch ge in R&D spending resulting from'a

1 gerdent change tn R&D cost) have been completed. Nadiri and Schankerman esti-

mate this elasticity at 0.3 (i.e., a $1 reduction in R&D cost will result in an

iricrease,of $0.30 i.n R&D expenditures); while Goldberg eStimates the e.lasticity

at 0.9.4 As Collins point out, however, these results are tentative and both

are few' market-induced, net-of-tax cost reductions, which may have different

effects from tax-induced changes.5 ,
4

The following factors appear important in determining the nkture g the

relationstp between tax change and innovati9n.

1. Size -and structure of'tax benefit. JJfvt9usly, the size of the tax cre-

dit is important in determining the impacts. The proposed ERTA crV6ns large;

effectively reducing additional R&D cost by 25 percent in m instances. The

,
structure, i.e., applying to increases in R&D expenditures, is effective.

However, R&D is only one stage in a lengthy process from original R&D to comer-

cial application, and as Gallagher points out, estimates indicate that R&D

accounts for only 10 to 20 percent of the total costiof innovation.7 Given

this, a 25 percent reduction in costs at the R&D stage would lower total innova-

tion costs by only 2.5 to 5.0 percent. However, the R&D tax credit will also

affea'state taxes in those states where'the taxes are based,upon federal taxes.

In some states, the combined.effect of state and federal tax Credits for R&D

could allow firms to recover up to 80 percent of increases for R&D

expenditures.8
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2. Cash Some firms may not have sufficient internal *funds to con-.

duct R&D, and horrowing outside funds may be difficult. Although the evidence

discussed in the last chapter indicated that empiHcal support for ayel* a-
;

tionship between innovatiOn and profitability or liquidity is .generally weak, it

ts strong in the coal industry and a tax credit could reduce the taic drain on,a

firm's internal funds and possibly increase innovation. For the coal 'industry,

the present slump in the coal market has limited available funds-in soMe firms.

For coal companies owned by large conglomerates, internal fun s may not act as a

"brake" on innovation.

3. Microeconomic conditions. As discussed in the last chaOter,imany eco-

nomic factors affect the level ,ofR&D and innovation at.the firm level. Some*of

tnese factors coUld.also affect the influence that a tax incentive .will have on

R&D and innovation.

One such factor is industry concentration, where R&D sometimes serves

as a substitute for price competition.9 1.n this case, Vie market strategy of

the firm would dominate any response to moderate changes-in the cost of R&D.

0 However, the coal indust.ry is dominattg by price competition.

Risk and uncertainty also affect R&D and innomation,'perhaps more so in

coal mining because of geologic, regulatory, and safetY-related uncertainty and

the high capital cost, long-term nature of investment. _This uncertainty m4y be

too large to be overcome by a marginal change in the cost of R&D..

Unally, management and worker attitude can atfect the amount of R&D

and ffnovation carried out by the firm: If these attitudes are unfavorable to

R&O, it is likely that changes in R&D cost will have.little affect on R&D

a
by the firm.

4. Macroeconomic conditions. Some writers have argued that the general

economic climate may be a more important deterMinant of R&D than the,tax incen-

tives themselves.10 If business is good and markets are Strong, the effpct of a

tax polie will be enhanced; if markets are weak, the tax policy will be less,

effective; In coal mining, markets haVe generally been very good during the ldst

decade. Although there is presently a glut of coal and depressed prices, most

forecasts predict that coal output wi41 continue to grow through this century.

However, the coal industry has suffered historically from overproduction and

gepressed prices. Even in the face of growing output, price depression and low'

rates,/ of return on investment may discoUrage R&D,qand innovation, although vendor

R&D would grow as mining equipment sales increased. Also,' if ERTA leadsto
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economy-wideimproveMents in inflation rates, growth, anCprofitability, it is
, )

likely tnat-AheS conditionswill encoUr'age R&D Ond investment in coal mining.

5. JnVestMeeand innwcation. Evidence exists that the rate of tech-

hologica1lnged4dS up4the rate of investment in plant and equipment.11

As stated V Kansfield:
.÷

Tnis is due.to the fact that R&D by itself is _generally of little
value to',o firm, because it is usdally only one stage of a long

:-,Pr4eSs, leading-AO a successful innovation. A major, and often
thOimigt'expensive, stage of the process involves the construc-
-tidn' Ora new plant, new equipment, or both. BecauSe of this
cOmptieMentarlty between. R&D, on tne one hand, and new plant and
evipment ontneother, increases in the rate of.investment in,
plant land equi-OMenftend to raise the profitability of many R&D
peoACts-Whose fi,ndirigs. could not be used effectively, or perhaps-
ast an If the rate Of investment in plant and equipment were

loWer12

'the.;;.'ACRS of ERTA is'aimed directly hcreasing investment by lowering the
-y

cost orneopequipment. If this provision offects coal industry investment, it

will likeity,e'nhance the effects of Vie tax'credit for, R&D.13 Using_s cost model

simulatton of a deep coal mine, ORAU found that the rate of return jumped from

14.5 perbent to 16,1 percent when ACRS was used:14 '`fax--Credits_for R&D will

benefi+480-intensive industries the most; while ACRS'credits will benefit capi-

tal-intensive industries thepost. If this observation holds-, then ACRS be-

more imkrtant forthe coal industry than the R&D credit.

6. Other considerations. Perhaps the biggest problem witn ERTA at present

is a lOck, of guidelines and 'ratings on exactly Which expenditures qualify under-

the acefor special treatment.15 Because-of this; many fiFm4 may be holding °

back on Projects until more clarification on the new code becomes available,

,

result ii:ng n companies foregoing R&D and the tax credits from R&D. .

Another potenti problem for the act and-mining in particular is how
,

federaL ants for'R&D re handled. .R&D under federal contract is not eligible

for tak.credits. Oiven the long history of cooperation between the coal

industrY and thef ,v;0 government in mining R&D, this provision may be more

normq61 to the 00;in,dustry than to other industries in general.

54
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Evidence

'This section reviews' the-results of three surveys of firms concerning the

effect of the ERTA research and experimentation tax credit. Two of these sur-

veys are applicable directly to the coal industry; the third applies to industry

in general. , °

Skelly and Loy contacted persons involved in trade associations, taX

accounting, equipment manufacturing, and mining in the coal industry and aske(L,
\

tnem what impact tney felt the tax credit would have.16 Officials at the

National Coal Associatioh and the American Mining Congress viewed R&D exp

ditures as tuo minor an element of company budgets for the tax credit to cause

noticeable increases. Tax counsels for mining companies and equipment manufac-
,

turers believed it was too early to estimate the extent of the benefits. Joy- .

Manufacturing saw minimal benefits because of its high base level of R&N

Peabody Coal saw no benefit because it was losing money; Phillips Coal's R&D

budget is consolidated ini0Phillips Petruleum's R&D budget; and Consolidation

Coal Company's 1982 budget was not affected by the tax credit. Ift sym, Skelly

and Loy felt tnat the overall effect of the tax credit would be minimal.

ORAU contacted the R&D directors of nine mine equipment manufacturers (see

Appendik A). Each research directur was asked if the tax credit had any effect

on his company's R&D program or budget. Only one director said the tax credit

had a positive effect, while eight indicated that the tax credit had nd effect.

Reasons given fur the lack of impact of the tax credit were that°(1) mine equip-

ment sales are rock bottom, and companies cut back on R&D when sales and profits

are down, -(2) R&D projects are done on their own merits rather than for tax

advantages, and (3) the tax credit is taken at the corporate level and not by

the mine machinery division. Potentially, the tax credit would be more effec-

tive if sales and profits were up.

In September 1981, NSF surveyed 11 companies who spend major amounts on R&D

tu determine the effect of the 1981 Economfc Recovery Tax Act on their R&D

prugrams.17 NSF estimates thA these 11 companies account for approximately

one-third of all,company-funded R&D expe es in the United States. NSF

indicated that there was general agreemen among the R&D officials that the pro-

visions of ERTA relating.to R&D activities would not have anyRappreciadie effect

on 1982 spending. However, the R&D officials believed that R&D activities were

b6
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likely to be favorably affected in the followin'g years. Anothericomment typi-

,, cally offered was that the overall,tax bill would create a good business cli-

mate, which in turn would benefit R&D, In particular, the ACRS depreciation

provisjons were seen as very beneficial. A

Some firifis felt that the expected tax benefit was small in light of overall

\\

company expenditures, and thus would have little impact. Another comment

offered was that tax considerations were secondary in setting R&D; the companies

c
ndertook that level of R&D they felt was wor,y. Also, two companies *Micated

that they were having definitional problems with the law.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has examined the provisions of ERTA that could affect coal

industry R&D and innovation. The general conclusion frum the literature on tax

policy and innovation may also apply to ERTA and the coal industry: although it

is difficult to speciflate on the siie of trie effect, all indications are that

ERTA will stimulate coal industry R&D and innOvation. Another issue is how

these R&D benefits will be dAstributed between dem4pd side and suppla side uses.

The size of the effect will depend on basically three factdrs: (1) fir.m

level (microeconomic) characteristics such as cash flow, industry structure, and

management attitude; (2) macroeconomic characteristics such as bustness climate

and interest and inflation rates; and (3) characteristics of the law such as
1

size and structure of the tax benefit and the extent to which the law's provi-

sions are understandable'or ambiguous.

From the surveys of business and other officials concerning ERTA, several

points emerge. First, the immediate effect of.ERTA tax credits for R&D ill be

small, especially in the coal industry where markets are depressed. Second, the

ACRS may have a more finportant impact on R&D and innovation than the research

and experimentation credit of ERTA. Finally, the most beneficial aspect of ERTA

on R&D may be in its contribution to the revivaf of the U.S. economy. This last

point is a theme that appeared in the tax policy and.innovati(on literature and'

the surveys of R&D officials: if the economic climate is not right,"-there is

little that R&D tax incentives can do.

This point was especially strong in the ORAU discussi s held with mine

machine equipment vendors. Based on the 'results of that informatior4 k&D effort

closely follow§ the sales and profits f the industry. ERTA could potentially

9
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stimulate sales of mining machinery by increasing coal demand tnrough its effect

on the overall economic environment and by lowering mine investment costs

tnrough ACRS. The mining machine-industry would be encouraged to increase PnAD

as sales increase, and the research and. experimentation tax credit in this

expansionary environment could be potentially very stimulative. In. addition,

6is R&D would be supply side in nature and could reduce the cost of production

and raise productivity.
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CHAPTER 5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

When one examines the resources devoted to coal-related R&D during the

1970s (public and private R&D dollars and manpower), the data show an unam-

biguous growth during most of the decade. However, the direct productivity and

cost function measures of technological change in this same period indicate

little change and even a 10qcsening of the relation between inputs and output.

Evidence suggests that the key to these contradictory trends is that the

composition oArR&D effort during the 1970s was weighted heavily toward activi-,

ties that were not directly related to coal output, such as ralth, safety,

enviro ment, and coal conversion. Part of the reAon for this was that legisla-

tion orced this emphasis, ahd part was economics and relative fuel prices. The

result of this emphasis waS that the increase in R&D effort was expended on

activities unrelated to technical efficiency between outputs and inputs in the

mining of coal.1 One would not expect synfuels research, for example, to

imkove mine productivity, although health and safety and environmental R&D

could have-an indirect effect.

Changes in the output composition of the coal industry also affected mine

productivity. Legislation concerning health, safetyxffnd the environment dic-

tated that the mine industry devote a larger portion of its limited capiial

and labor services to the production of these outputs at the expense of coal.

If one could develop direct measures of technological change that included these

outputs in addition to coal, it is possible that the 1970s experienced an

increase in productive efficiency and a positive growth in technology. Mining

equipment vendors were increasing supply side R&D during this period, as waS the

federal government. Thus, the translation of this supply side R&D into'coal

output-related technological change may have been hindered by the shifting com-

position of coal industry output (coal, health, safety, environment).

There were also several economic and institutional forces working agaipst

adoption of innovations andrR&D in the 1970s. High rates of inflation and

interest increased uncertainty and discouraged risk-taking. High capital costs,

combined with/inflation and high.interest rates, discouraged investment, which

is a necessary prerequisite for technological change. Regulations concerning

0
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health, safety, and the environment changed equipment standards and increased

uncertainty, further discouraging innovation. These regulations were written

with existing pracesses and technology in mind, which encouraged changes in

present technology to meet new standards rather than the development of new

teChnology. In add4ion, regulations diverted 14111br and capital away from R&D

and innovation.

A major conclusion of this study is, that coal industry characteristics do

not favor the development of,innovative technology technology that departs*

radically from present gethods and is unproven), and this effect is, stronger

than in other industries. These characteristics include management philosophy,

_geologic 4ncertainties, premium for stability in long-term contracts, utility

rate regulation, and lack of economic benefits from "being first" in the innova-

tion process. Also, coal mining involves large initial investments witn returns

accruing years in the future. These initial risks further discourage the use af

unproven techniques.

Several characteristics of coal mining, however, do encourage less radical

R&D and innovation. The takeover of coal firms by oil firms that began in the

1960s is one, although these oil firms may be oriented towardsicoal conversion

R&D rather than suppply side R&D. Some new aarketing conventions, such as mine

mouth plants and long-term contracts, have removed uncertainty and provided a

stable revenue base which m'ay benefit R&D and innovation (although some argue

that ?ey also remove incenti to hold down production costs).

Although markets are de d at present, the 1970s saw strong growth in

coal company sales and profit, d projectidn`Andicate that coal output will

// grow throughout the 1980s. Growth in sales and profit provides firms with

resources to undertake R&D and innovation and the investment required to

translate this into technological change. Also, increasing coal sales increases

the demand for mining equipment, which encourages equipment vendors to increase

R&D. Finally, the f*esearch and experimentation tax credit and ACRS of ERTA may

have large impacts on future coal industry R&D, although the present level of

influence is minimal.%

In terms of policy, perhaps one of the most important factors in/
encouraging coal chdustry R&D and innovation is a healthy, sustained fate of

4
growth in the economy in general and the coal indukry in particular. A healthy

economy with lowered rates of inflation and interest would lower uncertainty,

provide a financial base for R&D efforts, and encourage investment and vendor-
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related R&D. These benefits, tied to the effects of ERTA, would result in

growth in coal industry R&D.

Even with sustaineeeconomic performance, the coal industry is unlikely to

undertake innovative R&D because of industry characteristics thatare unaffected

by.economic variables; i.e., variability of seam conditions, lack of benefit to

first-time innovators, the timing of revenues and expenditures over the life

cycle of a mine, and the inability of R&D to build new markets (unlike R&D in

electronics). This gap in innovative R&D creates a possible area of public At.

tor involvement.

NUTE

1. Link found that R&D for compliance with environmental regulations grew

significantly during the 1970s and appeared to pe negatively related to

measured productivity growth in the chemical, Machinery, and petroleum

industries.- See Albert N. Link,-"Productivity Growth., Environmental

Regulations and the Composition of R&D," The Bell Journal of Economics

13(2):548-54 (Autumn 1982).
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APPENDIX A.

XTRACTION R&D,AND MINING AMACHINERY VENDORS

In August 1982, the research directors at nine mine equipment manufac-

turers were contacted by telephone. Table A-1 lists the companies contacted,

which included the largest of the mine machinery manufacturers.

TABLE A-1. VENDOR R&D COMPANIES CONTACTED

Acme Machinery
Fairchild
Fletcher Mining Equipment
FMC
Jeffrey Manufacturing

Boy Manufacturing
Lee-Norse
Montgomery Mining Machinery
National Mine Service

Each research director was asked questions concerning his company's R&D

effort during the 1970s, the present level of effort, future R&D, and the effect

of the Economic Recovery Tax Act research and experimentation credit on research

plans. These questions werl applicable only to up involving deep mine coal

extraction directed at improving mine productivity. The results follow.

question 1. What happened to the level of deep mine'coal extraction R&D con-
ducted loy your company in the 1970s?

Number of
Trend Compantes Percent

Increalsing
No change
Decreasing

7

2

Qs.

78
22

0

Une company also indicated that gowth in its R&D effort during the 1970s

was very great. Two of the companies who indicated growth dq,ring the 1970s said

that the level of effort tapered-off in the late 1970s.

Question 2. What is the current status of your R&D program (i.e., since 1980)?

Trend
Number of
Companies

Increasing
No change
Decreasing

4

2

3
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Ude of the companies in the "increasing" category said its program was-

growing like "gangbusters" until the last two months, during which they had cut

way back. Another company in the "increasing" category indicated that its

growth in,R&D since 1980 had been entirely due to-a DUE contract and would not

have occurred if it had had to use company funds. Most companies indicated that

the decline in sales experienced in the industry had hurt their R&D programs.

uestion 3.. What do you foresee happening to your R&D effort in the future
with n the next two years)?

Trend
Number of
Companies Percent

Increasing 4 44
No change 0 0

Decreasing 2 22
Don't know. 3 33

Virtually all the companies indicated the future course of their R&D would

depend upon 'sales, which are presently depressed. Companies expecting R&D to

increase in the future also expected increasing sales; those who did not

speculate as to direction of R&D effort, indicated that it would depend on future

sales.

9uestion 4. Ias the research and experimentation tax credit of the Economic
Recovery Tax kct had any effect on your company's R&D program or planning?

Number of
Trend Companies

Positive a

effect 1

No effect 8

Percent

11

89

Some'of the companies commented on why the credit was not a factor. "ERTA

.had no impact--we don't do R&D if we don't have sales and profit." "ERTA nad no

effect-%we are now doing a project that would have been done without ERTA, but a

now we are getting a tax credit for it." "ERTA dosiSn't matter--we need to.make

a profit first." "ERTA has no effect. We develop R&D on the merits of the

idea." "ERTA doesn't matte7-the tax credit is taken at the corporate level and

nut at the mine machinery division."
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SUMMARY

Two major points emetlge from these limited telephone contacts. First, the

equipment vendors appear to engage in R&D in relation to the health of the

market for their products. During the 1970s when coal markets were strong

and demand for mining machinery was increasing, most vendors increased their R&D

programs. In the late 1970s and especially in the early 1980s, a weak market

resulted in cutbacks-in R&D effort. Future industry R&D will depend heavily on

the market for mining equipment.

The second major point is that the research and experimentation tax credit

of ERTA will have lrmited, if any, effect on.industry R&D as long as markets are

weak. WhilAhe survey results suggest that for some firms the tax credit

oould never be an important consideration, a strong market combined with the

credit might encourage other firms to increase their R&D.
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